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1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space and let X* be the
dual space of X. The value of x*eX* at xeX will be denoted by
(x, x*). The duality mapping F (multi-valued) 2rom X into X* is de-
fined by

F(x)={x* e X* (x, x*)=llxll and IIx*ll=llxll} or x e X.
We say that X is. smooth, if lim0 t-l(llx+tyll--Ilxll) exists for every x
and y with x II-II Y I-1. F is, single-valued if and only if X is smooth.
The duality mapping F of a smooth Banach space X is, said to be
weakly continuous at 0 if w-limn x.=0 in X implies that {F(x)}
converges weakly* to 0 in X*, where w-limn x, denotes the weak
limit of {x,}. It is easy to see that Hilbert space and (l’), lpc,
have this, property.

Throughout the rest of this. paper it is assumed that X is a smo,oth

and uniformly convex real Banach space having the duality mapping
F which is weakly continuous at 0, and C is a nonempty closed convex
subset of X. By TeCont(C) we mean that T is a nonexpansive
mapping from C into itself, i.e., T:C-C satisfies IITx--Tyl[<=l[x--yll
for all x, y e C. The set of fixed-points of T will be denoted by (T).

In [5], Z. Opial proved the following: Let T e Cont (C) and x e C.
If (T) :/: and limn Tn+l-- Tnxll --0, then the sequence {TnX} is weakly
convergent to an elemet of (T). (Let F, be a duality mapping of X
into X* with gauge function / (see [5]). We note here that F, is
weakly continuous at 0 if and only if F is weakly continuous at 0.)
The purpose of this note is to prove the following

Theorem. Let T e Cont (C) and x e C. Then w:limn Tnx exists

if and only if (T) and w-lim.n (Tn/lx--Tnx)=O. Moreover w-

lim Tnx e fi(T) if the weak limit exists.
In the case that X is a Hilbert space, the theorem has. been ob-

rained by R. E. Bruck [2].
2. Proof of Theorem. In the preceding paper [4] the author

proved the following: Let T e Cont (C) and x e C. Then w-lim Tnx
exists if and only if (T):/: and Ow(X)C(T), where ow(x) denotes
the set of weak subsequential limits of (Tx}. Therefore to prove
Theorem it suffices to show the following
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Proposition. Let T Cont (C) and x C. If
(1) w-limn_ (Tn+lx -Tnx)-O,

then o(x)c(T).
Recall that X is, called uniformly convex if the modulus of con-

vexity
(D--inf {1--11x+yll/2" [Ixll=<l, IlY[I--<_I and

is. positive for every e with 0=<2. Let a0. It is easily seen that
for every with 0 e 2a

(2) x], y]a and x-y imply x+y/2(1--(/a)).
Let {x} be a bounded sequence in C. Then there exists a unique

point c e C such that
lim sup. x-c lim s.up. x-x or x e C{c}.

(See [3].) The point c is called the asymptotic center of {x} with
respect to C. By the weak continuity of F at 0 we have the following
(see [4, Lemma (b)])

(3) Let {x} be a sequence in C. If w-lim.. x exists, then the
weak limit is the asymptotic center of {x} with respect to C.

Proof of Proposition. Let u e o(x). Then there is a subsequence
{n} of {n} such that w-lim T"x=u. By (1) we have

w-lim T+x=u or every nonnegative integer m.
It follows from (3) that for every m0, u is the asymptotic center of
{T+x;k--1, 2, ...} with respect to C. Consequently

(4) lim sup Tn+x--ullim sup Tn+mX--Z]
for z e Cand m=0, 1, ....
Put

r-lim sup llT+x--utl for m-0, 1, 2, ....
Then by (4) and T e Cont (C) we have

r+-lim s.up IlT++x-u]llim s.up
lim s.up T+x-u[-r or m-0, 1, 2, ....

Therefore {r} is convergent to r-inf {r" m0}.
We now prove that u is a fixed-point of T. First, let r=0. Since
l(u- Tu, x*)l2 I[x* T+x-ul+l(T+x T++x, x*)l

or x* X*,
it ollows from (1) that

l(u-Tu, x*)l2 llx* lim sup [[Tn+x--u[[:2 [Ix* r
or every x* e X* and m0. By lim_.. r--r-O we have

(u--Tu, x*)=0 for every x* e X*, i.e., Tu=u.
Next, let r>0. We use the same argument as in the proof of

Theorem in [1]. To prove u e (T)it suffices to show that
0 asp. Suppose, for contradiction, that the sequence {l T’u--u}
does. not converge to 0. Then there is a d>0 and a subsequence
of {p} such that rd and llTu--ul]d for all ]1. We can choose
an e0>0 such that (r+o)[1--(d/(r+o))]<r. By r=limr there
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exists a positive integer m0 such that
lim s,up T’/x--ull--rr+o for m>=mo.

Therefore for every m>=mo there exists a positive integer k(m) such
that

(5) IITn+x-ullr+o for every k>=k(m).
Take an integer ]0 with pm0. By (5) we have that

Tu--T+x ]]u--T+Vx]<r+o for kk(p)
and

][U--Tn+ePX] r+e0 for kk(2p).
Since [[(TPu-- Tn+Px)-(u T+Px)I= ]Tu--ud, it follows from
(2) that

T+x-(u+ Tu)/2ll
li(T,u-- T+Ex)+ (u-- Tn+Ex)

(r+o)[1--3(d/(r+eo))] for kmax (k(p), k(2p)},
and hence

lira sup Tn+x--(u+ Tu)/2 (r + e0)[1 -(d/(r+ e0))] r.
Since u is the asymptotic center of {T+’x k=l, 2, ...} with respect
to C, we have

r, lim sup Tn+x--u
lim s.up T+x--(u+ TPu)/2 r.

This contradicts r=inf {r" m0}. Therefore Tu--u]O as p
and hence u e (T). Q.E.D.

3. An extension of Theorem. A mapping T" CC is called
asymptotically nonexpansive if there exists a sequence {an} of positive
numbers, with lim a-1 such that

[[Tx--Ty]]ga []x--y]] for x, y e C and n=l, 2,
S. C. Bose [1] has extended Opial’s theorem (which is stated in Intro-
duction) to the case of asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. We
can also extend our Theorem to the following form"

Theorem’. Let T" CC be an asymptotically nonexpansive map-
ping and let x e C. Then w-lim_ Tx exists if and only if (T)
and w-lim (T+-Tx)=0. Moreover w-lim Tx e (T) if the
weak limit exists.

Sketch of Proof. It suffices to prove the following (a) and (b)"
(a) w-lim Tx exists if and only if(T) and w(x)(T)
(b) if w-limn_ (Tn+lx--Tx)=O then Ww(X)(T).

A proof of (a) may be found in [1]. To prove (b), let w-lim Tnx
=u and put r=lim s.up_ ]lT+x-ul] for m0. Noting that u is

the asymptotic center of {T+x;k=l, 2,...} with respect C for
every m0 and T is asymptotically nonexpansive, we have

r+lim sup liT++x-Tullar for m0 and l0.
It follows from lim. a=l that lim sup r=lim s.upt r+gr for
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m>=0. Thus lims.upt rt__<liminf r, and therefore {r} is con-
vergent. Put r=lim r. Then, using the same argument as in
the proof of Proposition, we obtain that u e (T). (In this case, re-
place "rr+eo or m>=mo" in the proo of Proposition by "rr+0/2
2or m >= m0". After this our argument is as. follows.. For every m>_m0
there is an integer k(m)0 such that T/x--ullr+0/2 or k>=k(m).
Choose an integer ]o0 such that po>=mo and a(r+o/2)r+eo for
]>=]o. We have that ]lTu--T+xll<:a(r+o/2)r+o or k>=k(p)
and ]>=]o, and ]lu-Tn+2PJxll<r+e 2or k>=k(2p). These and
__>d yield ]]T+epx--(u+Tu)/211<=(r+eo)[1--3(d/(r+o))] for k>__max
{k(pj), k(2pj)} and ]>=]o. Therefore r2pj=<lim s.up IITn/2Jx--(u
+T’u)/211<(r+o)[1-(d/(r+o))] (r) or ]>-]o. This contradicts
r-lim r.)
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